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Abstract Background: TheAlzheimer’sDiseaseAssessment Scale—CognitiveBehavior section (ADAS-Cog)
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is themost commonly used cognitive test inADclinical trials.However, there are concerns about its use
in early-stage disease. Herein we examine those concerns using traditional psychometric methods.
Methods: We analyzed ADAS-Cog data (n5 675) based on six psychometric properties: data com-
pleteness; scaling assumptions; targeting; reliability; validity; and responsiveness.
Results: At the scale-level, criteria tested for data completeness, scaling assumptions (item total cor-
relations 0.33–0.59), targeting (nofloor/ceiling effects), reliability (Cronbach’sa5 0.74), and validity
(correlation with MMSE520.70) were satisfied. Responsiveness (baseline to 12 months; n5 145)
wasmoderate to high (effect size520.73). However, 8 of 11ADAS-Cog components had substantial
ceiling effects (range 32%–83%), and decreased responsiveness associated with low to moderate
effect sizes (0.14–0.65).
Conclusion: In our study, many patients with AD found large portions of the ADAS-Cog too easy.
Future research should consider modifying the ADAS-Cog or developing a new test.
� 2013 The Alzheimer’s Association. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is an incurable progressive
neurodegenerative disease that impacts primarily cognition
[1]. It is the most common dementia, affecting approxi-
mately 27 million people worldwide [2,3]. Incidence rates
are expected to quadruple by 2050 [2]. Considerable re-
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sources have been targeted at slowing AD progression, and
the number of clinical trials is increasing [1,4].

The most widely used primary outcome test has been the
AD Assessment Scale—Cognitive Behavior Section
(ADAS-Cog) [5]. It was published in 1984 specifically for
clinical trials of people with dementia of the AD type and
has been used in approximately 170 trials. However, al-
though the ADAS-Cog has had a critical role as a primary
outcome measure in numerous clinical trials, its suitability
to the changing face of AD studies needs review.

Concerns have been raised regarding the ability of the
ADAS-Cog to detect change in the mildest stages of AD [6].
In particular, when examined closely, the 11 components that
make up the total score of the ADAS-Cog have been found to
have significant ceiling effects, which reduces their ability to
measure changes and differences in higher functioning patients
[7]. However, most traditional psychometric evaluations of the
ADAS-Cog have been incomplete [8,9], and the most
eserved.
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comprehensive did not examine responsiveness. In our
previous psychometric evaluation of the ADAS-Cog we fo-
cused on a sample of patients with AD recruited for an
industry-funded, randomized, controlled clinical trial [7].How-
ever, the extent to which samples of participants recruited for
such trials differ from those in observational studies (e.g., the
ADNI, which may be considered more “real world”) is an em-
pirical question. As such, we considered it important to exam-
ine the reproducibility of our previous findings, especially
given the widespread use of the ADAS-Cog. Thus, the aim of
this studywas to provide clinicians and researchers with a thor-
ough traditional psychometric evaluation, including respon-
siveness, in general-population, non-industry ADAS-Cog data.
1In fact, each component is a cognitive test in its own right. We use the

term “component” or “item” here to distinguish these tests from the total

ADAS-Cog “test” score.
2. Methods

2.1. Setting and participants

Data used in the preparation of this article were obtained
from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative
(ADNI) database (adni.loni.ucla.edu). The ADNI was
launched in 2003 by the National Institute on Aging
(NIA), the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and
Bioengineering (NIBIB), the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), private pharmaceutical companies, and non-profit
organizations, as a $60 million, 5-year public–private part-
nership. The primary goal of the ADNI has been to test
whether serial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron
emission tomography (PET), other biologic markers, and
clinical and neuropsychologic assessment can be combined
to measure the progression of mild cognitive impairment
(MCI) and early Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Determination
of sensitive and specific markers of very early AD progres-
sion is intended to help researchers and clinicians develop
new treatments and monitor their effectiveness, as well as
lessen the time and cost of clinical trials.

The principal investigator of this initiative is Michael W.
Weiner, MD (VA Medical Center and University of Califor-
nia, San Francisco). The ADNI is the result of efforts of
many co-investigators from a broad range of academic insti-
tutions and private corporations, and subjects have been
recruited from over 50 sites across the USA and Canada.
The initial goal of the ADNI was to recruit 800 adults,
55–90 years of age, to participate in the research, including
approximately 200 cognitively normal older individuals to
be followed for 3 years, 400 with MCI to be followed for
3 years, and 200 with early AD to be followed for 2 years.
For up-to-date information, see www.adni-info.org. For the
present study, anonymized, longitudinal ADAS-Cog data
on AD subjects from the ADNI central database were
made available for data analysis.

In this studywe included only the subsample of ADNI sub-
jects identified as havingmild AD (n5 193 at baseline), diag-
nosed in those having MMSE scores of between 20 and 26
(inclusive), a Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) score of 0.5
or 1.0, and meeting NINCDS/ADRDA criteria for probable
AD. The ADNI data set was downloaded on April 9, 2008.
All analyses were conducted on the entire data set, including
all data points from themildADsubsample (i.e., 675measure-
ments across all time-points), except the responsiveness anal-
ysis that included n 5 191 people (baseline compared with
12 months).
2.2. Procedures: ADAS-Cog content, scoring, and
analysis

TheADAS-Cog includes 11 cognitive components1,which
are summed into a total score. Low scores indicate better cog-
nitive performance. We used traditional psychometric
methods to test the ADAS-Cog, as these are the most widely
used [10].We examined six properties (Table 1, more fully ex-
plained elsewhere [7]): data availability; scaling assumptions;
targeting; reliability; validity; and responsiveness. Analyses
were conducted separately for the total scale score and each
of the 11 components. We used SPSS (version 19.0) software
to conduct the analyses.
3. Results

3.1. Sample

At the time we accessed the ADNI data set there were
a total of 675 measurements from 193 patients with AD at
four time-points: 0, 6, 12, and 24 months (mean age 74
[SD 8, range 53–80] years, 47% female, 94% white). The
mean Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) score for
the group was 23 (SD 8) across all time-points.
3.2. Psychometric properties
3.2.1. Data completeness
Data completenesswas high. The proportion of component-

level missing data was low (�4%). ADAS-Cog total scores
could be computed for 96% of the sample (Table 2).

3.2.2. Scaling assumptions
The ADAS-Cog satisfied most criteria for scaling as-

sumptions. Component (item)-total correlations for the 11
ADAS-Cog components ranged from 0.33 to 0.59, satisfying
the recommended criteria (Table 2).

3.2.3. Targeting
ADAS-Cog total scores spanned approximately 87% of

the entire scale range (6–57), with no floor (score 5 70) or
ceiling (score 5 0) effects. Their distribution was only
slightly skewed (skewness 5 1.2) (Table 2).

Eight of 11 components (all except word recall, word rec-
ognition, and orientation) had significant floor/ceiling
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Table 1

Brief definitions of psychometric properties*

Psychometric property Definition/criteria for acceptability

Data completeness The extent to which ADAS-Cog components and total scores can be computed. This is assessed by percent of missing data for

each component, and the percent of subjects for whom a scale score can be computed. The criterion for item-level missing

data was ,10%, with computable scale scores .50% completed components.

Scaling assumptions The extent towhich it is legitimate to sum a set of component scores, without weighting or standardization, to produce a single

total score. Summing ADAS-Cog component scores is considered legitimate when the components: (1) are measured at the

same point on the scale (criterion—components have similar mean scores); (2) contribute similarly to the variation of the

total score (criterion—components have similar standard deviations); (3) measure a common underlying construct, here

cognitive performance (criterion—components have adequate corrected item–total correlation [ITC] �0.30); and (4)

contain a similar proportion of information with regard to the construct being measured (criterion—components have

similar ITCs).

Targeting The extent towhich the range of cognitive performancemeasured by the scale matches the range of that cognitive ability in the

study sample. Scale scores should span the entire range; floor (proportion of the sample at the maximum scale score for the

ADAS-Cog) and ceiling (proportion of the sample at the minimum scale score) effects should be low (,15%); and

skewness statistics should range from 21 to 11.

Reliability The extent to which scale scores are not associated with random error. The precision of the scale is based on the homogeneity

(intercorrelations) of items at a single point in time. Assessed using criterion - Cronbach’s a.0.70 (but minimum desired

.0.80), mean item–item correlations (known as the homogeneity coefficient) �0.30, and item–total correlations �0.30.

Validity The extent to which a scale measures what it intends to measure. This is essential for the accurate and meaningful

interpretation of scores. Two aspects of construct validity were tested: (1) convergent construct validity was examined by

computing correlations (Pearson’s r) between ADAS-Cog and the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSEy) (criterion—
correlation.0.70 due to similarity in constructs between ADAS-Cog and MMSE); and (2) discriminant construct validity

was examined by computing correlations between the ADAS-Cog and sociodemographic variables (age and gender; these

were selected as we would not expect these variable to significantly influence measurement performance; criterion—

correlations ,0.30).

Responsiveness Examined at the group level by comparing baseline and 12-month scores using two effect-size calculations (Kazis effect size

[ES] and standardized response mean [SRM]). ES/SRMs are interpreted as follows: 0.20 (small change); 0.50 (moderate

change); or �0.80 (large change).

*Adapted from Cano et al [9]; see this article for more information and related psychometric criteria references.
yTheMMSE is a 30-item rating scale used to assess aspects of cognitive performance (including arithmetic, memory, and orientation), and is commonly used

in screening for dementia. It also classifies AD as mild (MMSE 21–26), moderate (MMSE 15–20), or severe (MMSE 10–14).
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effects (32%–83%) and their distributions were notably
skewed (10.9 to 13.2). These findings indicate poor
component-to-sample targeting. They imply that the range
of cognitive performance measured by these eight compo-
nents is considerably mismatched to the ranges of cognitive
performance in this sample.

3.2.4. Reliability
Cronbach’s a for the ADAS-Cog scale was acceptable

(0.74; CI 0.72–0.76). This can be viewed as supporting the
scale’s reliability as it exceeded some recommended criteria
of 0.70, but it did not exceed the desired minimum (0.80).

3.2.5. Validity
The correlation between the ADAS-Cog and MMSE was

near our prediction (20.70). Correlations between the
ADAS-Cog at baseline and sociodemographic variables
were very low (age 5 20.04, gender 5 0.03), implying
that ADAS-Cog scores were not biased by these variables.
Together, these findings provide evidence for the ADAS-
Cog’s convergent and discriminant construct validity.

3.2.6. Responsiveness
The mean change in ADAS-Cog total scores measured

between baseline and 12 months was 24.3 points (SD 6.4;
P , .000). Although this is only 6% of the available scale
range it represents a moderate to large effect size (20.73)
and standardized response mean (20.66).

The mean change in component scores measured be-
tween baseline and 12 months ranged from 20.1 to 21.1
(SD range 0.6–3.2; significance range P , .000 to P , .2).
Component effect sizes ranged from 20.14 (constructional
praxis) to 20.65 (orientation), with standardized response
means of 20.11 and 20.63, respectively. These values re-
flected low to moderate effect size statistics.
4. Discussion

The major finding of this ADAS-Cog analysis in patients
with AD-type dementia was that, despite adequately per-
forming at the scale-level, at the component-level, three quar-
ters of the ADAS-Cog’s components had limited response
distributions. This supports our previous evaluation in the
pharmaceutical company clinical trial data [7], and means
these components may underestimate cognitive performance
differences in those with mild to moderate AD-type demen-
tia. This may lead to problems in detecting clinical change.

The key issue is that caution is required for the apparent
adequate responsiveness of the ADAS-Cog total score over
12 months. This is because traditional responsiveness



Table 2

ADAS-Cog scale and component-level analyses (n 5 675)

Psychometric

property

Word

recall Commands

Constructional

praxis

Naming

objects

and fingers

Ideational

praxis Orientation

Word

recognition

Remembering

test instructions Comprehension

Word

finding

Spoken

language

ADAS-

Cog total

Data completeness

MD (%)* 2 2 2 2 3 2 4 4 3 3 3

Computable scale

scores (%)

– – – – – – – – – – – 96

Scaling Assumptions

Possible range 0–10 0–5 0–5 0–5 0–5 0–8 0–12 0–5 0–5 0–5 0–5 –

Range midpoint 5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 4 6 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 –

Score range 2–10 0–4 0–4 0–5 0–5 0–8 0–12 0–5 0–5 0–5 0–4 –

Mean score 6.2 0.5 0.9 0.6 0.5 2.5 7.1 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.3 –

SD 1.5 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 1.9 3.0 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.7 –

Corrected ITC 0.59 0.41 0.33 0.39 0.49 0.50 0.39 0.52 0.55 0.38 0.41 0.33–0.59y
Targeting

Possible range 0–10 0–5 0–5 0–5 0–5 0–8 0–12 0–5 0–5 0–5 0–5 0–70

Range midpoint 5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 4 6 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 35

Score range 2–10 0–4 0–4 0–5 0–5 0–8 0–12 0–5 0–5 0–5 0–4 6–57

Mean score 6.2 0.5 0.9 0.6 0.5 2.5 7.1 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.3 20.0

SD 1.5 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 1.9 3.0 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.7 7.9

C/F effect (%)z 0/2 66/0 32/0 58/0 66/1 16/0 0/9 83/0 73/0 57/0 79/0 0/0

Skewness 0.1 2.0 0.9 2.0 2.7 0.5 20.1 3.1 2.2 1.4 2.4 1.2

Responsiveness

Mean change score 20.4 20.2 20.1 20.2 20.4 21 21.1 20.3 20.2 20.3 20.2 24.3

SD 1.1 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.9 1.6 3.2 1.2 1 0.9 0.9 6.4

P-value .000 .018 .192 .000 .000 .000 .000 .014 .022 .000 .008 .000

Effect size 20.24 20.27 20.14 20.29 20.5 20.65 20.41 20.33 20.28 20.32 20.32 20.73

Standardized

response mean

20.32 20.2 20.11 20.34 20.41 20.63 20.35 20.21 20.19 20.3 20.22 20.66

Abbreviation: MD, missing data; ITC, item total correlation.

*,0.5% MD rounded to 0.
yRange of ITC.
zC/F 5 ceiling/floor.
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statistics are difficult to interpret and may even be mislead-
ing [11]. In addition, our scrutiny of component-level data,
rarely undertaken, revealed a seemingly simple but signifi-
cant weakness: Many subjects (often .75%) scored either
0 or 1 on the majority of ADAS-Cog components. This im-
plies the detection of few or no cognitive problems. How-
ever, as there is almost certainly greater variance in patient
ability, this finding points to a limitation in the ADAS-Cog
score function—namely that the ADAS-Cog, in its current
form, is not subtle enough to record and monitor variance
in the mildest stages of AD-type dementia. This is important
because, although component-level floor and ceiling effects
will almost always exist to some extent, they should be min-
imized if the potential of the ADAS-Cog to detect change is
to be maximized.

Our findings also have implications for mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) populations, among whom it is likely
that the ADAS-Cog’s components would perform worse.
In fact, a brief examination of those patients classified as
having MCI in the ADNI study (n 5 1150 person measure-
ments, mean MMSE5 27) revealed larger component-level
ceiling effects compared with the AD sample (52%–96% in
9 of 11 components [MCI] versus 32%–83% in 8 of 11 com-
ponents [AD]), and poorer reliability (Cronbach’s a [homo-
geneity coefficient range]: MCI, 0.50 [0.10–0.15]; AD, 0.74
[0.18–0.28]; data available from authors).

Our study has four key limitations. First, validity testing
was limited. The aspects of convergent (i.e., MMSE) and dis-
criminant (i.e., age, gender) validity examined in this study
provide very broad assessments of validity at best and, at
worst, can be considered weak. Further work would be valu-
able, such as assessment of construct validity including other
cognitive performance measures and known groups validity
testing against a priori, clinically driven hypotheses. Al-
though the proviso is that these proposed analyses would
not overcome the importance of the component-level ceiling
effects. Second, our analyses were conducted on all of the
available data as opposed to simply baseline data, which in-
troduces the potential drawback of repeatedmeasurements as
within-person correlations can influence results. We selected
this approach given the limited sample size of the baseline
data. And, in fact, an analysis of the baseline data resulted
in findings comparable to those presented herein (data avail-
able from the authors). However, it would be valuable to re-
peat these analyses on a larger cross-sectional data set.

The third limitation is that the interpretability of our re-
sponsiveness analysis is hampered by the lack of a “true
change” criterion. Unfortunately, this is common to many
psychometric studies, and the extent to which traditional re-
sponsiveness statistics are useful indicators of the ability of
a rating scale to measure change is unclear. In this study our
backdrop hypothesis was based on the clinical expectation
that patients with ADwill experience deteriorating cognitive
performance over time. Despite this, our interpretation of the
responsiveness statistics based on the ADAS-Cog data
would be aided by supplemental analyses, such as the exam-
ination of relative responsiveness compared with concur-
rently collected rating scales, which purport to measure
the same construct.

The final limitation is that the results of traditional psy-
chometric analyses havemany clinically relevant drawbacks,
including sample and scale dependency and arbitrary criteria
(detailed elsewhere [12]). Further examinations are required
using new techniques, such as Rasch Measurement Theory
[13], to diagnose the specific performance issues and poten-
tial areas for improvement in the ADAS-Cog.
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